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Ngalia Introduction 
 
Ngalia Location 
 
Background 
In the book Genealogy of a Ngalia Family, a Ngalia elder records, the different family 
groups associated with Mangkili and the surrounding territories of Ngalia people. 
 
Their community described as Ngalia consist of the descendants of key apical ancestors, 
and in some cases, dreamtime ancestors.  As desert dwellers these people had extensive 
territories, often overlapping with their neighbours, across which each ranged. 
 

The range of Ngalia people extend from the deserts near Mangkili in the East to the salt 
lakes around Lake Wells, through to Lake Darlot and Lake Miranda in the West.  To the 
south Ngalia country extends to Cosmo Newberry, across to Leonora, through to Lake 
Barlee then arbitrarily follows the rabbit proof fence up to Wiluna. 

The current generation of Elders, say that their antecedents were reluctant to divulge, 
their true name to outsiders, but were happy to retain the descriptor or labels like 
language terms and geographic terms.  Mantjiltjarra, meaning those with the word on 
mantjila in their language through to rirrangkatja, means from the stony plains.  
 
In the Ngalia oral history the name Ngalia is used variously in sacred songs and even in 
general songs, like the song describing a place called Warru.  In the dreaming a large 
carnivorous being lived at Warru, this being was what is known as a Tjangara.  He 
would track down people and killed, maybe even two at a time before bringing them 
back home to his water at Warru to eat.  He had no difficulty carrying two people, under 
his arms. 
 
The people decided to rid themselves of this troublesome creature, so they followed him 
back to his lair.  The waterhole at Warru is deep in the rocks, and one must step down 
into a tunnel like hole to get at the water.  Tjangara went down to drink, he lay on his 
stomach and put his lips to the water to drink, as he did so.  The humans above started 
to rock the huge boulder, they intended to push down to squash and rid themselves of 
this monster.  As he drank Tjangara could hear the stone is moving and small pebbles 
bounced around him.  He made noises of annoyance, "Mahh!"  As he thought the rocks 
were being dislodged by the small marsupials or wallabies, known as Warru, who 
resided at this waterhole, hence the name.  He never bothered to look up.  At last the 
people were successful and dislodged the huge boulder to come tumbling down upon 
the hapless Tjangara.  He was immediately crushed to death, so severe, was his death 
that is faeces were splattered all across the floor and walls of this waterhole to leave 
black stains on the rocks to this day. 
 
What there is a song that celebrates this victory at Warru.  In one verse, the words, 
"Tjintjintji Ngalia paiyanu", are sung.  This translates as the Tjintjintji, small monkey like 
monster beings chastising the Ngalia people for the death of the Tjangara.  This song is 
among many known by Ngalia people that link the Ngalia name to people and places in 
the Ngalia landscape.  In a literal translation the term Ngali means us or we and the 
descriptor is said as Ngalia.  
 
Kado Muir, May 2012 
  



Ngalia Names 
 
The Ngalia were called Rirrangkatja people. As mentioned above this meant the people 
of the gravelly plains. Ngalia was considered to be a secret word or name and was not 
used in pre-contact days. However, it has now become an accepted name. 
 
Other names and spellings include: 
 
Ngalija 
Ngaliawongga 
Tangara 
Ngalea 
Ngaliya 
 
The AIATSIS code for Ngalia is C2. This is not to be confused with the Ngaliya C43 of 
South Australia nor the Ngalia dialect of Walpiri C15 of the Northern Territory. 
 
However, AUSTLANG states the following: 
 
‘The term 'rirra' is used among speakers of Western Desert languages to refer to people 
from gravelly country ('rirra' means 'gravelly rise, stony rise'). The term appears in 
reference to a particular language in Berndt 1959, and it is used among speakers to refer 

to any language associated with this type of country. (Marmion pers.comm.)’ 1 
 
There is a Ngalia group in the Northern Territory and another similar sounding group in 

South Australia, Ngalea .2 Tindale suggests that the NT Ngalia group may have taken 
possession of the land they were found on: 
 
‘Their visits to Winbaruku were by trespass in Jumu territory perhaps reflecting an 
older tribal disposition. Until after 1931 they had a four-class social organization but 

later changed to the system of the Walpiri with whom they mixed after that time…’ 3 
 
This apparent migration of Ngalia people into Jumu territory warrants investigation as 
to whether they may have been the same Ngalia people from Western Australia. Ngalia 
oral histories do speak of a tremendous drought many years ago when some of their 
people fled toward the east. Comparison of linguistic data will assist with identifying if 
this Ngalia group was, in fact, people of the Ngalia group of Western Australia. 
 
 
State of the Language 
 
The Ngalia language is spoken by the people in and around Leonora in the eastern 
Goldfields region of Western Australia. 
 
Ngalia has two speakers, the Muir brothers who are in their 40s. Some people are 
recallers and partial speakers although many others identify as Ngalia. Many people 
speak a local Leonora Talk which draws from several languages of the area. 
 
The term ‘Ngalia’ was not used until fairly recently as it was considered a secret word. 

                                                        
1 AUSTLANG website, AIATSIS as at May 2012 
2 Tindale N 1974 Aboriginal Tribes of Australia 
3  ad ibid 



 
Currently no children speak or are learning the language.  
 
Efforts Being Taken to Record the Language 
 
Dolly Walker and Peter Muir undertook to record the language for their family around 
2000. A significant record of words and phrases was made and is held by the family. 4 
 
Very few records of the language have been located with the odd reference in a number 
of documents and by linguists such as Tindale. 
 
Funding was received under the Department of Arts Maintenance of Indigenous 
Languages and records program for the year 2011 to 2012 to begin work on the 
recording, analysis and preservation of the language through creation of recordings, a 
dictionary and a sketch grammar. 
 
Kado Muir was the main informant for the language work with the records created by 
his parents providing a rich source of historical data. Zabar Muir has provided 
clarification on verbs. 
 
Linguists Sue Hanson and Margaret Sharpe undertook the work with the Muir family on 
the collation of material and development of an orthography, sketch grammar and 
development of a Toolbox database and dictionary. Community workshops were held in 
Leonora to work through orthography options and choices led by Hanson and linguist 
Doug Marmion. 
 
Much work remains to be done on this language. Extensive recordings of natural speech, 
the development of the lexical database and writing of a full descriptive grammar are 
amongst the most urgent of the tasks yet to be undertaken.  

 
Kado Muir 
June 2013 

 

 
 

Kado and Peter Muir working on the Ngalia dictionary 2013 

                                                        
4 Ngalia Dictionary, Ngalia Heritage Research Council, Dolly Walker and Peter 
Muir 2000 
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Introduction: 
To be able to say and use words, phrases and sentences in Ngalia, it is important to know the 
sounds. 
 
 
GETTING TO KNOW THE NGALIA SOUNDS USING THE NGALIA ALPHABET: 
It is important to be able to say words [pronounce words] before learning to read the printed 
word. There are some sounds which are not in English but the sound in Ngalia is always con-
stant, unlike in English where one sound may be said a number of ways. E.g. the English ‘a’, as 
in cat, many and path.  
 
 
 
NGALIA VOWELS 
 
SOUND WHAT IT SOUNDS LIKE IN ENGLISH   
a as in about or media or but   
aa like ar as in car or part or father   
i as in hit, bit or bikini    
ii as in beat   
u as in put   
uu as in book or sometimes boot   
 
 
NGALIA CONSONANTS 
 
j Like in judge   
k Between English g and k, like the k in skill   
l As in lamp or nil   
-ly Like million, never quickly   
m As in man   
n As in nil   
ng Like ng in sing, never like ng in finger   
ny Like onion, nuisance, never like many   
p Between English b and p, like the p in spin   
-r As in ran or carol   
-rt Like saying d with tip of tongue turned back   
-rl Like saying l with tip of tongue turned back   
-rn Like saying n with tip of tongue turned back   
-rr A trilled r like in Italian or Scottish English   
t Between English d and t, like the t in sting   
tj   Like the ch in chair but sometimes like the j in jam 
w       As in wet   
y As in yell   
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NGALIA TOPICAL DICTIONARY 

tjirritjirri 
willy wagtail 

kaarnka 
crow   

jakipirti 
emu 

nganurti  
turkey  

piyarrku 
pink and grey galah 

kunturru 
eagle  

Kunturru wartangka. 
          Eagle in the tree. 

Birds 



Animals 
papa 
dog 
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marlu 
red kangaroo  

Marlu parnangka. 
Kangaroo on the ground. 

tjutjila 
cat 

puluku 
cattle 

purni 
horse 



     tjilkamata   
        porcupine 

                         kukuntjarri 
                                    sheep          

nani 
rabbit 

Animals 
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nguuknguuk 
               pig 

kamalpa 
camel 



Insects 
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tjarra 
spider 

 

mungu 
fly 

minga 
ants 

 
 

pinta 
moth/butterfly 

wiirnka 
 louse 



Reptiles 

lirru 
snake 

papinmaru 
Gould’s goanna 

lungkata 
blue tongue lizard 

mingari 
mountain devil 

tjapirn 
lizard 
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Plants and Bush Tucker 

mayi 
food 

yuninyuniny 
mulga seed 

walku 
quandong 

madja/wadja 
wild potato 
 

kampararr 
wild tomato 

warta 
tree 
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Implements 

kulartu 
spear 

katju 
axe 

       kanti 
        stone knife 

 

piti 
coolaman 
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walanu 
boomerang 



People 

kapurli 
grandmother 
 

mama 
father 

tjitji 
             child 

tjamu 
grandfather 

nguntju 
mother 

 

katja 
son 

pingku/pingka 
                         baby 

yurntal 
daughter 

murtilya 
boy 

wati 
man 

nyuntu 
         you 

nyalpa/yina 
old man 

minma 
woman 
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kungka 
girl 



People—Body Parts 

kata 
head 

 

          talka 
                     shin bone 

 
 

kuru 
eye 

 
 

  

mara 
hand 

murti 
knee 

 

karntu 
heel 

tjina 
foot 
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People—Body Parts 
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kurtutu 
heart 

nalkari 
liver 

tjuni 
stomach 

kuru 
eye 

kata 
head 

yiiku 
face kartirti 

teeth 



kapi wulyara 
rain 

pilkari 
sky 

yalpuru 
ashes 

waru/yalpuru 
fire 

Elements 

nyilpa 
sun 

ratja 
moon 
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Elements 
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parna 
ground 

warta 
tree 

wanarn 
river 

kapi 
water 

puri 
shade 

yapu 
rocks 



Elements 
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yukuri 
 grass                                    

purlpa 
cave 

waangu 
rockhole 

tali 
sandhill 

yapu 
hill 



Actions 
nyina 
sit 

 Murtilya nyinarra. 
   The boy is sitting. 

 Murtilya parnangka nyinarra. 
 

   The boy is sitting on the ground. 

mapitja 
go 

Ngurraku mapitjarra. 
 

Going to the camp. 

ngala 
eat 

Mirrka ngalangu. 
Eating food. 

Ngayulu mirrka ngalangu. 
I’m eating food. 
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Actions 

palyala 
make 

Nyamali palyarra. 
Making damper. 

Mamalu nyamali palyarra. 
Father is making damper. 

kampa 
to burn 

pajarn 
to bite 

kantula 
to dance, stamp 
the ground 

warni 
to throw 
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ENGLISH – NGALIA 

A – a 
    

all the kangaroos marlupirnilu  ashes yalpuru 
all the kids tjitjipirnilu  ate ngalangu/ngarlangu 
alone kutju  axe katju 
ant minga    
around here ngaanguru    
     

B - b 
    

baby pingku/pingka  boomerang walanu 
back kurltu  boy murtilya 
bag tarnin  branch, tree warta 
big pulka  broke kartarringu/kartartingku 
bird tirtarti  broken down kartangingu 
bit pajarnu/patjanu  burnt kampa 
bone, shin talka  bush tomato kampararr 
book, paper pipala  butterfly/moth pinta 
     
     

C - c 
    

came pakarnu  closer ngamurringu 
camel kamalpa  cold yalta 
car yurltu  come pakalku 
carry  karringu  coming pakanu 
cat tjutjila  continuously tirtu 
cattle puluku  cook paarnu 
cave purlpa  coolaman piti/mirrin 
chased wananu  crow kaarnka 
child tjitji  cup  yamarri 
children tjitjipirni  cut pungu 
clap pungkala    
climbed pakarnu    
     
     
     

D-d 
    

dad mama  digging pirtijawalpayi 
damper nyamali  doctor maparn 
dance kantula  dog papa 
devil mamu  drink tjikinu 
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E - e 
    

eagle kunturru  empty yala 
eat ngarla  emu jakipirti 
eating ngarlangu  eye kuru 
east kakarra    
     
     

F -f 
    

face yiiku  fire waru/yalpuru 
faeces kuna  flooded pulkarnu pakanu 
fat, big pulkanya  fly mungu 
father mama  food mirrka 
feels tjuni  food, vegetable mayi 
fell pungkanu  foot tjina 
fella, poor nyarru  for-suffix -ku 
firm (challenge) ngara  friend yamaji 
     
     

G-g 
    

galah, pink and grey piyarrku  gone cold yaltarringu 
gave yungku  got  manjinu 
ghost kurti  got good karlkamunurringu 
girl kungka  grandfather tjamu 
goanna, Gould’s papinmaru  grandmother kapurli 
get up pakula  grass yukuri 
ghost kurti  ground parna 
     
     

H-h 
    

hacked pungku  heel karntu 
hair mangka  he’s palulu 
hand mara  hill yapu 
happy pukulpa/pukularringku  his nyawura 
head kata  hit pungku/yunkarnu 
hear kurlingu  hole jarta 
heart kurtutu  home ngurra 
he palu  horse purni 
   hot kuli 

I-i 
    

I ngayu  In-suffix -ngka 
I’m ngayulu  inside kaninjarra 
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K-k 
    

kangaroo marlu  kids, children tjitjipirni 
kangaroo meat kukamarlu  knee murti 
kangaroo, tail marluku wiputjanu  knife-metal timpirirti 
kangaroo’s tracks marluku jina/tjina  knife-stone kanti 
     

L-l 
    

lay down ngarri  look nyawu 
laid ngarringka  look after kanyinu 
learn/teach nintipayi  looking pitjanu 
liver nalkari  Lord mamakuurrku 
lizard tjapirn  lost lantjarranu 
lizard, blue tongue lungkata  louse wiirnka 

M-m 
    

make manjinu  moth/butterfly pinta 
make, cook palyala  mother nguntju 
making palyarra  mountain devil mingari 
man wati  mulga seed yuninyuniny 
meat kuka  music tulku 
moon ratja  my ngayunya/ngayuku 
     

N-n 
    

north kayili  nothing wiya 

O-o 
    

offspring kuju kanyara  old man nyalpa/yina 
oh warra  on-suffix -ngka 
okay yuwo  our ngaliku 

P-p 
    

painfully pika  poisonous pika 
paper, book pipala  poo, faeces kuna 
people Wangkatja pirnilu  poor warra/nyarru 
pierced kurltunu  porcupine tjilkamata 
pig nguuknguuk  pour yintila/yintirla 
pink and grey galah piyarrku  pressed pampanu 
playing ngumparringku  prickle pierced jilta kurntunu 

Q-q     
quandong walku    

R-r 
    

rabbit nani  rock yapu 
rain kapi wulyarantja  rockhole waangu 
recently kuwarri  rose pakarnu 
river wanarn    
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S - s 
    

sand parna  snake-poisonous lirru 
sandhill tali  son katja 
sang yinkalpayi  song turlku 
saw nyangu  sore pika 
school kuulpa  sorry nyarru 
see nyawara  south yulparitja 
shade puri  spear kularta 
sheep kukuntjarri  spider tjarra 
shin bone talka  stand kantula 
sky pilkari  standing ngarala 
sick pika  stomach tjuni 
sinew pulyku  struck pungku/yurntungu 
sit nyina  summer kuli 
sitting nyinarra  sun nyilpa 
small jungkurni    
     

T-t 
    

take mantjira  tongue tjalinpa 
talons milji  to-suffix -ku 
tea maru  town tawunpa 
teach, learn nintipayi  tracks jina/tjina 
teeth kartirti  tree warta 
three mankurrpa  turkey nganurti 
threw warningu  two kutjarra 
throw warni    
     

U-u-     
urine kumpu    

     

W-w 
    

wailing yularanyi  willy wagtail tjirritjirri 
wait malaku  wind pirriya 
water kapi  winter yalta 
wee, urine kumpu  with-suffix -lu 
went jalpartingu/mapitjanu  woman minma 
west yapurarra  wood warta 
whitefellas walyapalapirni  work palyara 
wild potato madja/wadja  wow wara 
     

Y-y 
    

you nyuntu    
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